Thank you for hosting an Origami Yoda event!

We hope this packet will help you to create an interactive Jabba the Puppett event that’s fun for everyone. Please read through the suggested activities on these pages and decide what works for your needs and for the kids who will turn out for your event.

MAY THE FOLDS BE WITH YOU!
LET'S PARTY!  
HERE'S HOW TO GET STARTED.

A NOTE FROM TOM ANGLEBERGER TO BOOKSELLERS

HEY, BOOKSELLERS!
CAN YOU BELIEVE THERE’S ANOTHER ONE OF THESE BOOKS ALREADY? JABBA DOESN’T LIKE TO WAIT AROUND!
WHEN HE’S READY, THERE’S NO STOPPING HIM!

I THINK YOU SHOULD FIND PLENTY OF KIDS AND PARENTS WHO WILL LIKE THE PLOT OF THE BOOK: KIDS TEAMING UP TO FIGHT STATE-STANDARDS TESTING. I THOUGHT THIS BOOK MIGHT BE CONTROVERSIAL, BUT I’M HAVING TROUBLE FINDING ANYONE WHO DOESN’T WANT TO SEE ORIGAMI YODA TAKE A LIGHTSABER TO ALL OF THESE HIGH-STAKES TESTS!
AND FOR ANYONE WHO DOESN’T CARE ABOUT PLOT... THIS BOOK IS LOADED WITH ORIGAMI STAR WARS™ CHARACTERS AND INCLUDES INSTRUCTIONS FOR JABBA AND WICKET THE EWOK!

MAY THE FOLDS BE WITH YOU,

TOM

HOW TO HAVE AN OUT-OF-THIS-WORLD PARTY

This packet includes suggestions for activities that will make for a fun event. You’ll have to gauge the size of your crowd to determine which of these activities and materials will work best.

ENCLOSED MATERIALS AND HOW TO USE THEM:

• **1 Jabba the Puppett standee**
  To display in the store in advance of the event. If the standee is too big for the store, please raffle it off to a local school.

• **30 Jabba the Puppett tattoos**
  Use these as prizes or give one to each kid in attendance at the event.

• **1 pack of Origami Yoda trading cards**
  Use these as prizes or give one to each kid in attendance at the event.

• **1 pack of gold-and-brown origami paper—40 origami squares**
  Please use these squares with the origami folding instructions that start on page six. Each kid should get one (1) piece of paper or more, depending on the size of the event.
  If you need additional paper, cut any 8.5 x 11” sheet of paper (examples: construction or computer paper) into quarters.

• **1 pack of gray origami paper—40 origami squares**
  Please use this for the origami folding activity on page nine.

WHAT ELSE YOU’LL NEED FOR THE EVENT:

• Markers or crayons for the kids to use to draw and decorate their origami puppet creations.
JOIN THE REBELLION!

ARE YOU A REBEL?
FILL OUT THE MEMBERSHIP CARD BELOW TO JOIN THE ORIGAMI REBEL ALLIANCE.

ORIGAMI REBEL ALLIANCE MEMBERSHIP CARD

Name:
__________________________________________

Favorite Star Wars™ character:
__________________________________________

Origami Rebel Alliance Name*:
__________________________________________

Favorite Star Wars movie:
__________________________________________

Favorite class at school:
__________________________________________

Hobbies:
__________________________________________

Draw Your Origami Rebel Alliance Character**!

*Hint: After you pick your favorite Star Wars character give them an origami name. Examples: Luke Skyfolder, Han Foldo, Darth Paper.

**Hint: Use this space to draw what your Star Wars origami character would look like.
Below are some of the predicaments that students from McQuarrie Middle School have gotten themselves into throughout the series. Can you identify WHO experienced each situation and WHAT BOOK it occurred in?
The answer key can be found on page 9.

PREDICAMENT #1
Origami Yoda and the Exploding Pizza Bagels of Love
Answer:_____________________________________________

PREDICAMENT #2
Origami Yoda and the Twist
Answer:_____________________________________________

PREDICAMENT #3
Origami Yoda and the Cheeto Hog
Answer:_____________________________________________

PREDICAMENT #4
The Fortune Wookiee and the Love-Struck Sixth Grader
Answer:_____________________________________________

PREDICAMENT #5
Origami Yoda and the Body Odor in Wonderland
Answer:_____________________________________________
Included here are instructions for folding Jabba the Puppett, an Ewok, and a universal origami puppet. This packet includes 80 origami squares total: 20 pieces of gold paper for Jabba, 20 pieces of brown paper for Ewoks, and 40 pieces of gray for the universal origami puppet.

**HOW TO FOLD AN EWOK**

1. **4** SLOWLY TEAR AWAY A BIG TRIANGLE ON LEFT SIDE.
2. **5** TEAR AWAY A TRIANGLE ON RIGHT.
3. **6** FOLD SIDES BEHIND THE EWOK.
4. **7** USE PEN TO POKE HOLE.
5. **8** USE RULER TO MAKE HOLE INTO A NICE FAT CIRCLE.
6. **9** TEAR OFF EXTRA BITS.
7. **10** FOLD CORNERS BACK. 
   **CREASE HARD!**
8. **11** THEN FOLD TIPS OF THOSE CORNERS BACK. 
   **UP. CREASE HARD!**
9. **12** NOW DRAW FACE... 
   **AND FUR!**
10. **13** AND THE HOOD STITCHES... 
    **DONE!**
11. **14** MAKE A WHOLE TRIBE!
Now each kid can fold the origami Star Wars character they chose for their membership card. Give each kid a piece of the gray paper. Use the instructions below for folding the “world’s simplest finger puppet” (from Art2-D2’s Guide to Folding and Doodling), and then pass around the markers or crayons so the kids can decorate their creations.

**FOLD YOUR REBEL ALLIANCE ORIGAMI CHARACTER**

Now try some easy variations to get different puppets. Start with paper tall instead of short.

---

First, Dwight will show us how to make the World’s Simplest Finger Puppet! Just three folds!

1. Fold up.
2. Flip over.
3. Fold over.
4. Fold over.
5. Lift up flap A and tuck flap B inside...

This locks the puppet together for added puppetability!

Flip puppet over. Now you have a blank puppet that you can turn into almost anybody by doodling on it!

Next, practice your doodle first, before you draw on the finger puppet!

Now, you can turn your finger puppet into different characters:

- Droopy McCool
- Harvey
- Draw your own character!
PREDICAMENT #1
Lance, from *Darth Paper Strikes Back*

PREDICAMENT #2
Sara, from *The Strange Case of Origami Yoda*

PREDICAMENT #3
Quavondo, from *The Strange Case of Origami Yoda*

PREDICAMENT #4
Remi, from *The Secret of the Fortune Wookiee*

PREDICAMENT #5
Cassie, from *Darth Paper Strikes Back*